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Nicolene Reyneke (Dietician) (left) who organised the Support Group in George
with Jozanne Moss (patient) (right) at whose home the first get-together was held recently.
(See report inside)

The Mission Statement of the MND Assoc. of S.A. is
“To provide and promote the best possible support for people living with
Motor Neurone Disease, their families and carers and to raise public awareness.”
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FROM THE OFFICE

It’s amazing how time literally flies – here we are three quarter way through the year - The
shops have not quite yet put up Christmas decorations but that’s coming sooner than we think.
Speaking of that – our Christmas Card order form is attached !
BUY FROM US BEFORE THE STORES DISPLAY THEIR STOCKS !

IMPORTANT
Our banking details !
Please ensure correct account title: Motor Neurone Disease Association OR MNDA of SA

Account No 27 062 913 0 at Standard Bank Rondebosch Branch 025009
(Swift SBZAZAJJ 02500911 – for deposits from overseas)
Postal Address
PO Box 789, Howard Centre 7450

DONATIONS
A big thank you for the donations received as monthly contributions, in memory of loved ones or in lieu of gifts to family
and friends on various occasions, since our last Newsletter:
Des Scheepers, SJ Gordon, B Hamilton, JPF Viaene, JA Bode, M Hensberg, WR Minnaar, Philip Schock Charitable Trust,
F & D Youssefi, L & B Parker, KRV Rhode, Judy Carey, PM Snyman, Mandy Snyman, S Gastrow, J Hindley, AA Carrim,
J Schuitema, WGB Miller, ANR Christie, MC Nel, FC Glaum, AC Dreyer, Sheldene van Zyl, S Cole-Willey, L MacFarlane,
VR Orrock, AL Steyn, VA Sulcas, B de Jong, JW Bell, M Strauss, F Rosolen, GE Knight, MM Smith, R Hollings, S Sandell,
S Derman, M Rauch, JJ Coetzer
And thank you also to those who have added that little bit extra to their membership fees !!

MAIL BAG
Extract from the Global Day Message of Rodney Harris,
Chairman: International Alliance of ALS/MND
Associations, of which MNDA of SA is a member:
Unfortunately, the fight against ALS/MND not only brings
out people with passion, commitment, dedication and hard
work, but it also brings out those who would offer false hope,
and unproven treatments, to people who are desperate for anything that will slow, stop or reverse this cruel disease.
ALS/MND is no different than any other human endeavour –
there are always people willing to peddle myths, promise
hope, claim cure but mainly remove money from the hands of
those who are desperate to remove ALS/MND from their
lives.
What can we do to prevent these people from raping and pillaging people with ALS/MND and their families?
We have to respect the rights of people living with ALS/MND
to make their own decisions and pursue their own directions
in fighting ALS/MND. But we can give them some tools and
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questions to ask so that they can make informed choices about
what to decide and which way to go. Just as we provide information about any clinical intervention to assist in decisionmaking, we can give them information so that they understand
the basis of the decisions they are making in relation to
unproven therapies and treatments.
The Alliance has published its document on Alternative
Treatments, and it is available at
www.alsmndalliance.org/resources.html. This document provides key questions and areas of enquiry to assist people living with ALS/MND to inform themselves about possible
courses of action they may consider. ‘Alternative’ refers to
treatments or interventions that are not part of mainstream
(conventional or Western) medicine and generally have not
been scientifically documented and/or may not be recognised
as being safe and effective for ALS/MND.
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We received this letter with a donation from the surviving
spouse of a MND patient from Modderfontein:
It will be three years on the 27th August that my late wife
passed away from MND. Her condition was initially confused with HSP (Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia) which is non
terminal, and it was only a few weeks before her death that
MND was confirmed.
Still today I feel deep regret at not having had a proper diagnosis much earlier. One of the greatest lessons we can learn
in living with the dying is that we should not live our lives as
if tomorrow were our last day, but rather as if it were the last
day of our loved ones. I nursed Kathy for 6 months, and those
were perhaps our darkest, but also our finest hours. At the age
of 61, I finally learned what true love is, and how easily it can
be neglected in the falsehood that we will always have a
tomorrow. The only real power we have is caring for another
… a power that we simply throw away because of our own
petty self interest.
It was a very short relationship we had with MNDA … only a
few weeks. But it is one I will always remember.
While Kathy will always be in my heart and mind, I am moving on in dealing with life’s routine shadows. I think it would
be a waste to continue sending me your newsletter. But every
now and then, Kathy will kick me in my emotional butt and I
will send a spontaneous donation. With much admiration
and respect. JS
Rennie, Jackie & Monique, whose husband and dad, Gert
Theron, passed away in June wrote to PALS:
We are Gert Theron’s family. Our husband and father passed
away on 25 June 2007. We just want to take a moment and
post a BIG Thank You to Liz, Vivien and all at MNDA. We
will always remember the support and love we, as a family,
received from all of you during Gert’s 2 years and 5 months
of living with MND. Gert stayed positive until the end. We
had over 2 years to prepare for that day and say our goodbyes.
It made it easier to accept but the hurt remains the same. He
will be missed. All of you will always have a special place in
our hearts. PS – Any family of MND patients, feel free to
contact me on
Jackie_theron@yahoo.com

MAIL BAG
Sharing the Caring (by Bobbie Poll, St Arnaud,
Nelson Lakes
(taken from MNDANZ News, June 2007)
We’ve all heard the old adage “take care of yourself so
that you can take care of others “ – believe it.
My husband was diagnosed with MND over 5 years ago, during which time I have gone from running a busy tourism business with him, to being his full time caregiver. Fortunately,
we have always worked well together and this is an important
asset. Good communication is vital, as is trust. Even those
who are caring for a person with MND cannot imagine what
it is like for them to learn to have complete trust in their carers. It is a very vulnerable state to be in. Carers also have
pressures on them so it helps if each one knows exactly what
the others needs are.
I used to take exception to being told ‘do this, and do that’ but
now we have a system that enables us to work as a team. With
Allan doing the prompting, I am free to get on with attending
to his physical need without stopping to work out what to do
next. As a result, our daily routine runs like clockwork.
Having said that, there are times when things conspire to
defeat us and this is the time to get assistance. One of the
hardest things for me to accept, is that I cannot take care of my
husband of 43 years entirely by myself. If I am to retain my
physical and mental health, my love of life and sense of
humour, I have to relinquish some of my responsibilities occasionally. I also have to remember that he may need a break
from me as much as I need one from him !
We all have different ways of handling stress and the important thing is to find out what works for you. I have found that
taking a day off regularly is more beneficial than an occasional longer break. It is better to take time out before you
need it rather than wait until you are at the end of your tether.
“Haven’t got a lot of riches and sometimes the going’s tough
But I’ve got loving ones all around me and that makes me rich
enough”

GREAT NEWS !
NEW GARDEN ROUTE SUPPORT GROUP
An extract of a report by Bob Hopkin news reporter in the
Southern Cape about the recent launch of a new support
group in The Southern Cape - Bob Hopkin Garden Route
Correspondent:

Rennie, Jackie & Monique Theron accepting a cheque for R15.000 on
behalf of MNDA from Kevin du Preez of Club 32 at a Golf Day recently
held at Randburg Golf Club

“Caring Motor-Neurone Disease Association arrives in the
Garden Route.
Friday 13 July, saw the inaugural meeting of the Garden
Route branch of the Motor Neurone Disease Association in
George. The organisation was established nationally in 1990
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to offer support to people living with the disease as well as
their families and those caring for them. The illness affects the
transmission of signals from the brain to muscles in the body,
is progressively debilitating, currently has no cure and is
eventually fatal.
Vice chairperson of the Association, Vivien O’
Cuinneagain, explained that, although the disease does not
have the visibility of HIV/Aids or Tuberculosis, it is believed
to be much more widespread than reported cases suggest.
“Based on the average statistical incidence around the world
and a population of some 45 million in South Africa, we
expect that there are about 3500 people suffering from its
effects today” she said. Her concern that their membership
count is less than 200 means that the majority of cases have
not been diagnosed correctly and sufferers are missing the
specialised care that the MNDA is equipped to provide. The
Association is a voluntary organisation funded by charity
events, sponsorships, donations and legacies.........”
This was an exciting and well organised meeting with 7 of
our members and their families attending.
We must at this point thank Nicolene Reyneke, our very able
and enthusiastic nutritionist volunteer in George for taking the
initiative to arrange the meeting and to visit all the patients
that she could in the Southern Cape.
After a slow start, people began relaxing and asking questions
which at first Vivien O'Cuinneagain (Nursing Consultant) and
Dr Peter Vurgarellis (Chairman) answered, but soon the buzz
started and those present were sharing experiences, offering
tips and support to each other- just what a support group is
supposed to do !
This was an auspicious start, and they will be having a follow
up meeting on the 31st of August in the Wilderness home of
Jacques Rossouw and Joseph Straus.
The speaker topic this time will be Physiotherapy and MND.
We hope that this "twig " of our society will soon grow into
an independent branch (support group) with us supporting
them from Cape Town.

Jacques Rossouw, right, and Carer/Companion Joseph Strauss of
The Wilderness – at the Support Group in George.
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Contact details for Independent Living Centres
/ Roll-In Shops in the Western Cape one-stop shops which allow persons with disabilities, the
elderly, the infirm or those recuperating from surgery the
opportunity to visit a single centre, yet have the choice of a
wide variety of products, useful gadgets and appliances:
1. Breede Valley: Worcester
023 347 2002
2. George
044 874 4054
3. Knysna
044 385 0145
4. Oudtshoorn
044 272 0683
5. Olifantsrivier : Vredendal
027 213 5764
6. Cape Town : Milnerton
021-555 2881
7. Winfar Surgical
021-797 0034
8. Wynberg Pharmacy
021-797 8141
NEWS FROM GAUTENG:
Liz Keth (our Nursing Consultant - Gauteng) arranged a Gettogether at Alberton City recently and a great time was had by
all, with sharing and swapping of ideas, joking, laughing, and
just enjoying the company –

From left : Boet van der Merwe (Patient) his wife Tersia, with patients
Dave Kahanovitz and Rui Pegado.

From left : Savvas Themistoleous, his wife Retha (Patient) with their baby
Demetrie and Graham Milner (Patient)
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The following future get-togethers are planned –
all welcome - please let Liz know on
(011-791 4739) whether you will be there !
House of Coffees, Alberton City - 28 September,
26 October, 23 November @ 11 am
Mimmo’s Restaurant, Cradock Ave, Rosebank
19 October @ 11 am
AND NOW FOR THE ADVENTUROUS !!
Boet van der Merwe and Liz are planning a trip to the
Kruger National Park in May 2008, for MND Patients. If
you are interested, please let Liz know as they need to secure
suitable accommodation ….. and yes it will be wheelchair
friendly ! Please note that all expenses will be for your own
account.

Struggle a Little – Then Fly !
A man found a cocoon of a butterfly which he took home.
One day a small opening appeared and he sat and watched the
butterfly for several hours. It struggled to force its body
through that little hole. Then it seemed to stop making any
progress. It appeared as if it had gotten as far as it could and
it could go no further. So the man decided to help the butterfly. He took a pair of scissors and snipped off the remaining
bit of the cocoon. The butterfly emerged easily, but, it had a
swollen body and small, shrivelled wings. He continued to
watch the butterfly, he expected that at any moment the wings
would enlarge and the body would contract. Neither happened ! In fact the butterfly spent the rest of its life crawling around with a swollen body and shrivelled wings. It was
never able to fly.
The man acted with well-intentioned kindness but he didn’t
understand the consequences. The restricting cocoon and the
struggle required to get through the tiny opening, were
nature’s way of forcing fluid from the body of the butterfly
once it achieved its freedom from the cocoon.
Sometimes struggles are exactly what we need in our life. If
we were to go through life without any obstacles, it could
cripple us. We would not be as strong as we could have been
and we could never fly.
So next time you are faced with an obstacle, a challenge, or a
problem, remember the butterfly : Struggle a little – then fly !

RESEARCH
UK study explores link between football and
Motor Neurone Disease
(MND New Zealand Newsletter – June 2007)
March 2007
A study reports on three amateur football players from the
same league who developed Motor Neurone Disease (MND)
simultaneously.
The authors discussed the possible factors that may have contributed to the three men developing MND, of which playing
football may have been an aspect. The study concludes that
“these three friends shared so many other putative risk factors
in common, that we must be cautious before attributing their
simultaneous Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) to soccer
alone”.
ALS is the most common form of MND. The study is due to
be published in the medical journal Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis. Talking about the study, joint author Dr Ammar AlChalabi, King’s College London said: “We still do not know
why some people develop MND and everyone has their own
theory. What is unusual about this group is that they are all
friends who developed MND at the same time. In any year
two people in 100,000 will develop MND so a cluster like this
could occur by chance, but the odds are quite long”.
Researchers have suggested that the risk of developing MNS
is likely to involve a combination of a wide variety of genetic and environmental risk factors, perhaps occurring years
before the onset of symptoms.
Dr Brian Dickie, Director of Research at the MND
Association (UK), said “Almost 140 years after the disease
was first characterised, we still do not understand the cause of
over 95 percent of cases. Understanding the cause is the first
step along the path to developing effective treatments and perhaps even preventing the disease from occurring. We are
working closely with researchers such as Dr Al-Chalabi in trying to unpick the various factors that predispose people to this
devastating disease”.
Currently MND is an under funded disease. More research
needs to be carried out to determine the causes of MND and
to contribute to the eventual eradication of a cruel and fatal
disease that kills more than 1600 people in England, Wales
and Northern Ireland annually.
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Travel Tips
- Plan ahead
- Make reservations for transport, accommodation, tours and
hire equipment well in advance, and confirm all bookings
and arrangements 48 hours beforehand
- Notify others about your needs. Inform your travel agency
or companies you are using, including airlines, that you
will be travelling with a person with MND
- If flying, book direct flights where possible and when
making bookings allow plenty of time for any necessary
transfers between planes and other forms of transport
- Call airports and airlines well ahead of time to find out
about services, including seating arrangements, special
meals and shuttle services
- If you are using public transport, contact the local tourist
authority to find out if the public transport system accom
modates your disability.
- Access can mean different things to different people. If you
have checked that the Bathroom is wheelchair accessible,
also ask about the front steps. Try to speak to somebody
who has actually seen the facility
The Internet can be a great source of holiday information. In
general, searching online for the location you want with ‘+disabled’ as you other search term will be a good start.
Even when you can’t think of a reason to smile, smile anyway !
Girl : “When we get married, I want to share all your
worries, troubles and lighten your Burden”
Boy: “It’s very kind of you darling, but I don’t have any
worries or troubles”
Girl : “Well that’s because we aren’t married yet ……”
“Sound” Tip
In the eleven years I have been affected by a rare form of
MND I have taken an interest in how I can use technology to
remain independent and enjoy life. I use a LightWriter to
(speak for me and the internet to take care of everyday business. I use email, instead of the telephone, to stay in touch
with friends, family and health professionals. I listen to audio
books from the Vision Australia Library because I have difficulty holding books and turning pages.
I love music, but found physically handling my compact disks
difficult. This led me to get an iPod which is very small and
easy to operate portable music player. The iPod holds my

entire music collection and it comes with earphones, so I can
listen anywhere, anytime, without disturbing anyone around
me.
One thing has seemed to lead to another in my journey in
technology – my latest interest is in podcasting. Using the
internet and podcast receiving software, my favourite radio
programs are automatically downloaded to my computer. I
then plug my iPod into my computer and my radio programs
are transferred to my iPod so I can listen to them anytime. I
listen to podcasts in bed at night before going to sleep and
sometimes if I wake during the night. Also when resting during the day I can close my eyes, recline, and listen to a program. There are many programs to choose from. In my journey with MND, I have sometimes felt very alone – even
though I have family and friends – but podcasting my radio
programs is like having an old friend with me at anytime. I
enjoy it immensely.
Janet Monaghan, Gladesville

Condolences to the family and friends of:
Gert Theron, Fanie van der Merwe, Des Scheepers, Wendy
Douglas, Loma Calitz, Mr Mmutle, Johannes Schourie,
Giovanni Manca, Cynthia Bargarette, Nickie van Vuuren,
Elizabeth Mashamba, P Visagie, Jean Roach

HELPING THROUGH YOUR WILL
Your Will can be a convenient vehicle for
making a charitable gift of a lasting value.
Please consider MND Association as a living
memorial for a loved one.
Many people support the work of the MND
Association of South Africa
through bequests from their Estates.

We welcome your ideas – THUMBS UP is your voice –
So if you would like to Contribute to the next issue – Please write to us !
MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE ASSOCIATION of South Africa
P.O.Box 789, HOWARD PLACE, 7450,
TEL: (021) 531-6130
FAX: (021) 531-6131
E-mail: mndaofsa@global.co.za
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JOHANNESBURG
TEL: (011) 791-4739
CELL: 082-878-3716
E-mail: keth@telkomsa.net

